
1 INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years the condition appraisal and refur-
bishment of existing bridges has become a standing 
problem in all European countries for bridge owners 
and administrators. A lot of in-service bridges usual-
ly show dimensional, structural and functional defi-
ciencies caused by different factors. Deterioration 
processes reduce the strength of structural compo-
nents and the comfort level to road users. The codes, 
in the course of the bridges’ service life, have been 
updated due to changes in the vehicular traffic (di-
mensions, typologies and design speed of vehicles, 
etc.), thus imposing their static retrofit and widen-
ing. In particular, the updating of the site seismic 
classification can make necessary seismic retrofit-
ting. The condition assessment of an existing bridge 
requires a very complex and comprehensive ap-
proach deeply involving both the use of standard 
procedures, like in situ and laboratory tests (by 
which the characterization of material properties and 
of the principal effects of deterioration phenomena 
can be obtained) and less conventional structural 

analyses like structural monitoring. When appro-
priately applied, dynamic identification procedures 
give substantial information on the overall structural 
behaviour of the bridge, allowing, via model updat-
ing procedures, an appropriate selection of the most 
efficient intervention strategies as well as control of 
the efficiency of the applied interventions. 

The subsequent choice of the proper intervention 
(in terms of materials and techniques applied) is 
therefore dependent on several factors, the main 
ones being: the structural system considered (e.g. 
simply supported, continuous deck, arch bridges, 
etc.), the characteristics of structural components 
(e.g. deck, piers, abutments, bearings etc.), the type 
of loads acting on the bridge (static, cyclic, dynam-
ic), but also aspects related to durability and compa-
tibility of materials and non structural factors like 
functional requirements, the aesthetics of the solu-
tion, and the sustainability of interventions.  

Rehabilitation is usually coupled with refurbish-
ment, in order to improve the safety and comfort to 
road users. This is obtained, in particular, by widen-
ing the deck, eliminating the expansion joints (which 
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are also one of the most critical elements for durabil-
ity), by modifying the approach spans and ancillary 
structures, laying life-lines on pavements, adapting 
road markings, safety barriers, parapets and lighting. 
 In this paper, after discussing the assessment of 
usual road and railway bridge typologies, the appli-
cation of the aforementioned criteria for rehabilita-
tion and retrofitting to four of the most usual typolo-
gies of existing r.c. bridges in Italy is described in 
detail. In all the four cases, the decision to intervene 
was well justified by the numerous aspects of li-
mited efficiency and inadequate performance of the 
bridge, with respect to current bridges codes. 
 
2 ASSESSMENT AND RETROFITTING OF 

USUAL ROAD AND RAILWAY BRIDGE 
TYPOLOGIES 
 
A simple procedure for evaluation of reinforced 

concrete, steel, masonry and timber bridge condi-
tions by means of visual inspections aimed to the 
general planning of maintenance in a BMS (Bridge 
Management System) framework was developed at 
the University of Padova (Pellegrino et al. 2011). 
This procedure is applied to a stock including about 
two hundred bridges and viaducts of the Veneto Re-
gion road network in the North-Eastern part of Italy. 

The architecture of a generic BMS (Bridge Man-
agement System) generally includes: bridge data-
base, inspection system, conditions evaluation, 
structural capacity evaluation, lifetime prediction of 
the future condition of the structure, cost evaluation 
system, maintenance system planning. 

After gathering the necessary data, a procedure 
has been arranged to evaluate the conditions of the 
single bridge structural and non-structural compo-
nents, and the whole structure. The procedure in-
cludes two levels of analysis: the “Project Level” 
considers every single bridge structure isolated from 
the road context in which it is included, exclusively 
studying the state of maintenance of the bridge with 
the aim of obtaining some elements about its resid-
ual capacity and assuring a sufficient grade of struc-
tural safety and efficiency; the “Network Level” is 
related to political and economical issues, consider-
ing the bridge as inserted in a global road network; 
the principal aim is to establish a priority of inter-
vention that takes into account both the conditions of 
the bridges and their importance into the network.  

The database or Bridge Inventory is the starting 
point of any Bridge Management System. The data-
base used for the present work gather information of 
about four hundred bridges and is called IBrID-
Italian Bridge Interactive Database, developed at the 
University of Padova, Italy (http://ibrid.dic.unipd.it). 
Information on the bridges concerns: identification 
(geographical position, road, etc.); technical data 
(geometry, materials, structural system etc.); main-

tenance data (condition, inspections, monitoring, 
etc.). 

The system of inspections is the visual survey as 
prescribed by the standards of most countries 
(BRIME 2001) and by the Italian Code. These in-
spections can be undertaken by road maintenance 
staff on main parts of the bridge to ascertain their 
conditions without any particular and expensive 
equipment; generally traffic management is not 
needed.  

Inspiring on UK local authority experience, an 
accurate value of the proposed index, Condition 
Value (CV), varying among 1 and 5, corresponds to 
a condition related to a precise group of defects of 
the element. The condition of maintenance of a 
structure is connected with the state of deterioration 
of the single elements that physically constitute it. 
As the greatest part of infrastructural authorities 
have applied (Ryall 2001), the Condition Value in-
dex has been chosen to express the functional condi-
tion of every element. For every element of the 
bridge the Condition Value index points out five 
possible levels of deterioration. These numerical 
values have been chosen according to the results of 
BRIME (2001), Ryall (2001) and UK local authority 
experience. Condition Value (CV) is then converted 
to a Condition Factor (CF) (Pellegrino et al. 2011). 

The bridge structure has been divided into its 
fundamental components: structural elements, fun-
damental for the structural capacity and the safety of 
the bridge against collapse; non-structural elements, 
that do not contribute to the structural capacity of the 
bridge, but are relevant for functionality and durabil-
ity of the structure.  

A different weight is assigned to every element of 
the bridge that must be evaluated. This weight (W) 
varies from 10 (maximum importance) to 5 (mini-
mum importance) and contributes to the calculation 
of the global efficiency. A Location Factor (LF) cor-
responds to each weight (Pellegrino et al. 2011). LF 
and corresponding weights are defined according to 
Blakelock et al. (1998) and Ryall (2001). 

A number of datasheets have been implemented 
to allow a rapid evaluation of the Condition Value 
(CV) of the single elements of the bridge and reduce 
the possible subjective factors. The study and the 
elaboration of the information related to the visible 
defects of the elements of a bridge and to their 
causes, have allowed the preparation of the data-
sheets. These datasheets have been used for the 
evaluation of every structural element accurately de-
fining the Condition Value (CV) for a number of 
situations. Four main categories of bridges have 
been considered in relation to the material of the su-
perstructure: masonry bridges, steel or steel-concrete 
composite bridges, reinforced concrete and 
prestressed reinforced concrete bridges, and timber 
bridges. For each category a number of datasheets 
are collected in relation to the single elements of the 



bridge (arch, pier, abutment, beam, slab, devices, 
etc.).  

The evaluation of the condition of the elements 
through the Condition Value (CV) is not enough to 
establish the priorities of mainte-
nance/rehabilitation/strengthening interventions on 
the structure and does not allow providing a mainte-
nance planning of the bridge stock investigated. 

The definition of the Element Sufficiency Rating 
(ESR), as a “grade” of the single bridge element, 
considers both Project and Network Levels. Such 
index has been calculated starting from the CV in-
dex and taking into account that the elements of the 
bridge have not the same importance; for example, it 
is necessary to give a higher weight (W) to the main-
tenance of a principal structural component, i.e. a 
pier, than that of a secondary non-structural one, i.e. 
the parapets. 

From a “network” point of view, it is also neces-
sary to express the importance of the whole structure 
(to which the elements belong) in relation to the oth-
ers that compose the bridge stock. The same element 
(i.e. a pier) will have a different priority of interven-
tion if included, for example, in a bridge along a 
highway with high traffic or in a bridge along a sec-
ondary road with low traffic. Furthermore, the 
bridge has a different strategic importance depend-
ing on the possible alternative road that must be 
taken if the bridge is not available; in this procedure 
it is proposed to consider the street type on which 
the circulation will be deviated and the length of the 
deviation, to take into account the importance of the 
bridge into the network. 

Finally the age of the bridge is also taken into ac-
count for the quantification of the Element Suffi-
ciency Rating (ESR). 

Therefore the calculation of the ESR has to be in-
fluenced by (Pellegrino et al. 2011): the condition of 
the element, through the Condition Factor (CF), 
linked to the CV; the importance of the element into 
the bridge, Location Factor (LF) linked to the weight 
of the element; the road type to which the bridge be-
longs, Road Type (RT); the traffic on the bridge, 
Traffic Index (TI), measured in ADTV (Average 
Daily Traffic Volume); the importance of the bridge 
into the network, Network Bridge Importance (NBI); 
the age of the bridge, Age Factor (AF). 

According to the above considerations, the for-
mula for the calculation of the Element Sufficiency 
Rating (ESR) can be expressed as follows: 

( )AFNBIRFLFCFESR ××××=   (1) 
where: CF = Condition Factor; LF = Location Fac-
tor; RF = Road Factor (RF = RT x TI); NBI = Net-
work Bridge Importance; AF = Age Factor.   

This index allows to define the degree of effi-
ciency of the components of the bridge, establish a 
priority plan of intervention for the single structure 

(Project Level), and establish a priority plan of in-
tervention for the whole network (Network Level).  

Once defined Element Sufficiency Rating (ESR), 
the calculation of the efficiency of the whole struc-
ture starting from the efficiency of its components 
was developed. Considering the Network Level, the 
problem is to give a “grade” for every structure that 
allows the authority to have an overview on the gen-
eral state of efficiency of the bridges of the stock. 
Such “grade”, named Total Sufficiency Rating 
(TSR), is calculated with a weighted arithmetic aver-
age:   
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where CFi = Condition Factor of the i-th elements 
evaluated; Wi = weight of the i-th elements evalu-
ated; PF = Penalty Factor = (RF x NBI x AF); t = 
number of elements evaluated; TSRreal = index of to-
tal efficiency referred to the elements evaluated. 

The final value of TSR is calculated starting from 
TSRreal also considering the elements not evaluated. 
Therefore it was introduced, the Confidence Factor 
(CoF), that must be superior to a threshold limit: 
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where n is the total number of elements. 
The criterion that has seemed to be the most ap-

propriate for the calculation of the final value of the 
Total Sufficiency Rating (TSR) is to refer to a 
weighted arithmetic average between the real situa-
tion (TSRreal) and the worst situation that can happen 
(TSRmin). TSRmin has been evaluated assuming CV=5 
for all the elements that are not evaluated, except for 
the foundations for which the worst-case scenario is 
assumed when CV=3 since the foundations are usu-
ally not visible elements. 

The final expression of TSR is: 
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In Table 1 the datasheet for ESR and TSR com-
putation for one bridge taken as an example, the 
bridge over river Mincio. Once the level of effi-
ciency and urgency of intervention on the whole 
structure is determined, a priority plan of interven-
tions can be prepared. Among the bridges for which 
the intervention could be addressed, the Agency will 
prefer to dedicate his resources to the structures for 
which TSR results in the interval of the maximum 



urgency of intervention. For each bridge the inter-
ventions will be suggested on the basis of the indica-

tions given by the ESR of the single components. 

2.1 RC bridges 

Proper assessment of rc bridges cannot disregard 
seismic issues. Fragility curves can be considered as 
one of the most performing tools to assess existing 
bridge seismic vulnerability (Padgett & DesRoches 
2008, Monti & Nisticò 2002, Franchin et al. 2006, 
Lupoi et al. 2006, Shinozuka et al. 2000a). They are 
instruments describing the probability of a structure 
being damaged beyond a specific damage state for 
various levels of ground shaking. Probabilistic ap-
proach is necessary because a number of uncertain 
variables are considered, for example the intensity of 
expected ground motion, the characteristics of the 
structural etc. 

Fragility curves can be empirical or analytical. 
Empirical fragility curves are usually based on 
bridge damage data from past earthquakes, without 
considering any analytical analysis of bridge. Vari-
ous methods were developed to generate empirical 
fragility curves: for example Shinozuka et al. 
(2000a) used the maximum likelihood method to 
generate the empirical fragility curves from the ob-
servations of bridge damage in the 1995 Kobe earth-
quake. Another method is the RISK-UE method 
(2003) based on the procedure described in HA-
ZUS99 (2001). 

Analytical fragility curves are developed through 
seismic analyses of the structure. Most of the ana-
lytical methods of the literature consist in three 
steps: simulation of ground motions, modelling of 
bridges taking into account the uncertainties and 
generation of fragility curves from the seismic re-
sponse data of the bridges. The seismic response can 

be obtained from different types of analysis: non-
linear time history analysis (Shinozuka et al. 2000a, 
Choi et al. 2003, Morbin et al. 2010), elastic spectral 
analysis (Hwang et al. 2000) and non-linear static 
analysis (Shinozuka et al. 2000b). In most studies 
the fragility curves have been evaluated considering 
only the pier of the bridge (for example Karim & 
Yamazaki 2001, Karim & Yamazaki 2003) as the 
most vulnerable element of the structure, but it is a 
simplified approach which, as shown in this work, 
can lead to overestimate or underestimate the vul-
nerability of the bridge. 

In this work fragility curves for a multi-span sim-
ply supported reinforced concrete (RC) girder 
bridge, a common structural scheme in Italy, have 
been calculated by means of non-linear dynamic 
analyses. In particular, two modelling strategies with 
an increasing level of complexity have been devel-
oped: a simplified approach consisting in the pier 
only modelled as a cantilever with fixed end (1) and 
an improved approach with the model of the entire 
bridge (2). These numerical models have been stud-
ied to compare the fragility curves and obtain some 
information about the approximation made with the 
simplified approach. 

The procedure adopted to calculate the fragility 
curves is summarized in the following. 

Artificial ground motions are considered for the 
dynamic analysis of the bridge. The expected earth-
quake is considered in a probabilistic way according 
to the indications of the Italian Code for Construc-
tions (2008) for the considered location of the 
bridge. The Ultimate Limit State of Life Safety is 
considered. Artificial accelerograms, with a content 
in frequency which fits that of the target spectrum, 

Table 1. ESR and TSR calculation for the bridge over the river Mincio.  

 



are developed by means of stochastic vibr
method (Vanmarcke 1976): this approach considers 
that a periodic function can be extended to a series 
of sinusoidal functions with different amplitude and 
phase. This method is implemented in 
code (Gasparini & Vanmarcke 1976) which calc
lates spectrum power density function from a d
fined response spectrum and generates independent 
accelerograms compatible with the response spe
trum.  

The damage states, or Performance Levels (PLs), 
are defined according to pier ductility demand. The 
ductility is expressed by the following formula:

y
PL x

x
dDa max==  

where xmax is the maximum horizontal displacement 
of a target point (e.g. the point at the top of the pier) 
during the time history and xy is the horizontal di
placement at the same point in relation to steel yiel
ing in a significant cross-section of the pier (e.g. the 
base cross-section). Four damage states are consi
ered according to Choi (2002): slight damage (
1), moderate damage (dPL1 = 2), extensive damage 
(dPL3 = 4) and complete damage (dPL4 = 7).

A number of studies (see for example Choi 2003) 
have showed that the lognormal distribution well fits 
seismic demand. Given the IM - Intensity Measure 
(PGA is considered in this study), the average sei
mic demand (Sd) can be defined by means of the fo
lowing law: 

AB
d eIMS =  

This law can be represented by a straight line having 
the following equation: 

)ln()ln( IMBASd +=  

A and B coefficients are calculated by linear regre
sion of the entire set of the data.  

After finding A and B coefficients and the dispe
sion, the fragility curve becomes a lognormal cum
lative distribution, in which probability:

( ) [ ]adDaPaP PLPLf >=,  

can be calculated by numerically solving the follo
ing integral: 
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where the damage density probability function is d
fined by the lognormal distribution in the following 
equation: 
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are developed by means of stochastic vibration 
method (Vanmarcke 1976): this approach considers 
that a periodic function can be extended to a series 
of sinusoidal functions with different amplitude and 
phase. This method is implemented in SIMQKE 
code (Gasparini & Vanmarcke 1976) which calcu-

spectrum power density function from a de-
fined response spectrum and generates independent 
accelerograms compatible with the response spec-

The damage states, or Performance Levels (PLs), 
are defined according to pier ductility demand. The 

s expressed by the following formula: 
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being λ = A + B ln(IM) the average value related to 
a specific IM value and ε
the above-mentioned linear regression.

These fragility curves are referred to a single pier; 
considering a bridge set up by 
action between themselves (multi span simply su
ported girder bridge), the probability of passing a 
certain Performance Level is:
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Following the aforementioned procedure, t

vulnerability assessment is devel
study : the structure consists in a multi
supported reinforced concrete girder bridge, 
nally built in the Seventies, near Treviso, in North
Eastern part of Italy. 

The bridge is 99m long and it has 4 pre
reinforced concrete (PRC) spans with doub
beams (Fig. 2) and a cast
crete (RC) slab; each span is 24.75m long. The spans 
are sustained by reinforced concrete frame piers 
(Fig. 1) with two circular columns (1.50m diameter) 
and a transverse reverse
piers are 9m high; deck width is 9m.
 

 
 
Figure 1. Bridge considered as a case study.

 

Figure 2. Transversal view of the pier [units in cm].
 

) the average value related to 
ε the dispersion of data for 

mentioned linear regression. 
These fragility curves are referred to a single pier; 

considering a bridge set up by N piers without inter-
en themselves (multi span simply sup-

ported girder bridge), the probability of passing a 
certain Performance Level is: 
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Following the aforementioned procedure, the 
vulnerability assessment is developed on a case 

ructure consists in a multi-span simply 
inforced concrete girder bridge, origi-

nally built in the Seventies, near Treviso, in North-

The bridge is 99m long and it has 4 pre-stressed 
reinforced concrete (PRC) spans with double-tee 
beams (Fig. 2) and a cast-in-place reinforced con-
crete (RC) slab; each span is 24.75m long. The spans 
are sustained by reinforced concrete frame piers 

) with two circular columns (1.50m diameter) 
and a transverse reverse-T beam (2m high). The 
piers are 9m high; deck width is 9m. 
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Transversal view of the pier [units in cm]. 



Each pier of the bridge case study has a transver-
sal framed structure (Figs. 2), therefore it has a dif-
ferent behaviour in the two main directions (the 
static scheme is a cantilever beam in the longitudinal 
direction, whereas it is a framed structure in the 
transversal direction). 

Two main variables are considered to build fragil-
ity curves: unconfined concrete maximum stress fc0 
and steel yielding strength fy. Concrete is supposed 
of class C25/30 according to Eurocode 2 (2004) with 
a normal probabilistic distribution (Melchers 1999). 
Reinforcing steel is FeB32K type (smooth bars 
commonly used in Italy when the bridge was built) 
with a lognormal probabilistic distribution (Mirza & 
MacGregor 1979).  

Two modelling strategies with an increasing level 
of complexity have been developed. The pier mod-
elled as a cantilever with fixed end (1) and the entire 
bridge (2), have been studied to generate and com-
pare the fragility curves. 

Non linear dynamic analysis are carried out by 
OpenSees code (2009): piers are modelled with 
beam elements. Kent & Park (1971) constitutive 
law, modified by Park et al. (1982), has been con-
sidered for concrete elements and an elastic-
hardening plastic law has been considered for rein-
forcing steel. The deck is modelled with beam ele-
ments having linear elastic behaviour. 

After having built fragility curves for each nu-
merical model, a comparison between the fragility 
curves obtained with the two considered analytical 
models (single pier and entire bridge) is presented in 
Figures 3,4. The comparison is made, as an example 
for Performance Level 3 and for the longitudinal and 
transversal directions. 

The results show that the bridge vulnerability is 
underestimated in longitudinal direction and overes-
timated in transversal direction if only the highest 
pier is analysed, particularly for high levels of dam-
age where non-linear effects are significant. This 
difference is mainly due to the fact that the model 
with the highest pier is not able to take into account 
the real distribution of the masses acting on the piers 
when the seismic action acts in the longitudinal di-
rection and longitudinal displacements are not re-
strained at the abutments (as in this case). Further-
more the deformed configuration of the entire bridge 
causes smaller displacements for piers close to 
abutments (more rigid that the piers) along transver-
sal direction with respect to the model with the sin-
gle pier. 

Finally the following general observations can be 
drawn regarding the modelling strategy for obtaining 
seismic fragility curves: 
-  the choice of accelerograms affects fragility 

curves trend, hence the more accelerograms are 
considered, the more seismic vulnerability esti-
mation is precise; 

-  strength values and elastic properties of consid-
ered materials can significantly affect results, 
hence a proper survey, e.g. in-field tests and labo-
ratory analyses on bridge specimens, may be rec-
ommended; 

-  bridge vulnerability estimation is generally im-
proved if the entire bridge model is considered. 
However, the more bridge has spans, the more 
seismic vulnerability, calculated considering the 
pier analysis, is close to the one calculated by the 
entire bridge model analysis; 

-  non-linear dynamic analysis seems to be suitable 
for the determination of seismic fragility of the 
structure, but with a consistent computational ef-
fort with respect to other simplified analyses 
 

 
Figure 3. Fragility curves (longitudinal direction): comparison 
for PL3 between the analytical models of the single pier and 
the entire bridge. 
 

 
Figure 4. Fragility curves (transversal direction): comparison 
for PL3 between the analytical models of the single pier and 
the entire bridge. 

2.1.1 Retrofit intervention 
 

There are various strategies to reduce the seismic 
vulnerability of rc bridges. A typical intervention 
consists in concrete jacketing of piers eventually in-
cluding new steel reinforcement with the aim of in-
creasing strength and ductility of the piers. Since in 
the last years Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) tech-
nique has become a competitive technique for 
strengthening RC elements particularly for confining 
vertical elements subjected to compression and 
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bending, in the following the effects of this common 
intervention are analysed. 

FRP jacketing (CNR-DT 200 2004, fib bullettin 
n.14 2001, Pellegrino & Modena 2010, Tinazzi et al. 
2003, Wang & Wu 2008, Harajli et al. 2006) is 
commonly used to increase compressive strength 
and ductility of bridge piers. 

In this study the model described in CNR-DT 200 
(2004) is considered for the constitutive law of the 
FRP confined RC pier. According to this model and 
taking into account the above-mentioned bridge case 
study, fragility curves for the retrofitted bridge were 
calculated and compared with those of the existing 
bridge (Figs 14,15). As an example, the comparison 
is made for each Performance Level 3 and for the 
longitudinal and transversal directions. 

The seismic retrofit intervention is made by 
means of 4 layers of CFRP continuously wrapped 
along the height of the piers. The CFRP characteris-
tics are: Young modulus = 230GPa, ultimate stress = 
3430MPa, ultimate strain = 1.5%, density = 
1820kg/m3 and thickness of one layer = 0.165mm. 

The results show, as expected, that seismic vul-
nerability decreases for retrofitted bridges with re-
spect to the bridge without FRP confinement. 
 

 
Figure 5. Fragility curves (longitudinal direction): comparison 
between entire bridge without retrofit and retrofitted bridge 
(CNR-DT 200 2004 is used for modelling the constitutive law 
of the bridge with confined piers). 
 

 
Figure 6. Fragility curves (transversal direction): comparison 
between entire bridge without retrofit and retrofitted bridge 
(CNR-DT 200 2004 is used for modelling the constitutive law.  
 

2.2 Steel bridges 

The effect of fatigue is particularly relevant on 
steel bridges since the influence of service load 
cycles on serviceability limit stress values is very 
high if compared to relatively low dead weight. 
Orthotropic steel decks of road bridges, directly sub-
jected to traffic loads, are very sensitive to fatigue: 
in most cases, fatigue defects appear as fatigue 
cracks, which affect the top plates, longitudinal ribs 
and cross-beams of the deck, and they can propagate 
if exposed to cyclic loading due to traffic loads but 
also to temperature differences or wind loads.  
Fatigue fractures are caused by the simultaneous ac-
tion of cyclic stress, tensile stress, and plastic strain 
(SB-ICA, 2007): cyclic stress initiates a crack and 
tensile stress propagates it, then final sudden failure 
of the remaining cross section occurs by either shear 
or brittle fracture. The fatigue fracture can be quite 
easily recognized also by visual inspections because 
of its typically silky and smooth appearance; a me-
tallographic test image can confirm the diagnosis if 
striations are present on the crack surface (classic 
signs of fatigue fracture).  
Generally speaking  the poor fatigue performance 
exhibited by this kind of steel bridges built in the 
last 30 years is related to insufficient fatigue design 
(Caramelli, 1990)  and lack of sensitivity to the 
problem (in some cases connected to a lack of code 
requirements). Also for the fatigue defect, the poor 
maintenance of the structure plays an important role 
being the dynamic effects of truck loads often ampli-
fied because of the bad condition of the bituminous 
pavement on the deck.  
 

Figure 7.  Fatigue cracks on the longitudinal ribs of the ortho-
tropic plate of the A4-Peschiera Bridge. 
 

In Fig. 5 typical examples of fatigue cracks on a 
orthotropic plate deck are illustrated: the structure is 
a 20 years old box girder bridge, which has three 
spans for a total length of 152m, the central one be-
ing 70m long. The cracks started on the longitudinal 
welding of the ribs, at the connection with the cross-
beam, in correspondence to the slow traffic lanes, 
where the heavy truck loads are cyclically acting.  
Fatigue cracks are usually identified in the crack 
growth stage; in this case, if the cracks do not extend 
away from the weld into parent metal,  a crack stop 
hole (10-15 mm in diameter) can be drilled at the 
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crack tip to reduce stress concentration, and cracked 
welds can be effectively repaired by grinding out 
and rewelding the section (Transit New Zealand, 
2001). Otherwise it might be necessary to reduce the 
stress in the area of the crack, introducing new load 
paths and redesigning the joint or connection, or to 
replace the entire component. 

Other predominant causes of defects in steel 
bridges are corrosion and delamination (Fig. 6), 
which generally appear in structures where the pro-
tective coating has not been maintained. 
Corrosion can also be accelerated by: 
− ponding of moisture; 
− presence of cracks; 
− chemical attack; 
− different metals in contact; 
− concentration of salts through evaporation; 
− stray electrical currents. 
Heavy corroded members have a reduced remaining 
cross section area, which leads to a reduction of the 
resistance and stability of the structural element. 
 

Figure 8.  Corrosion and delamination effects on the main cor-
ten steel beams of a girder bridge with continuous deck (Pontet 
Bridge, Province of Belluno, Italy). 
 

A common scheme for railway metal bridges is 
that adopting riveted connections. With regard to fa-
tigue assessment of riveted historical metal bridges, 
many factors have found to play an important role, 
as also documented by several studies (Pipinato et 
al. 2009, 2011a,b) 

 

 
 
Figure 9.  Transfer of the elements of the bridge to the Labora-
tory of the University of Padova. 

A series of experiments on an old railway riveted 
metal bridge taken out of service and transported to 
a laboratory of the University of Padua (see Figs. 7 
and 8). The focus was placed on main riveted con-
nections. A material characterization of the aged 
constitutive materials was carried out. The factors 
that could exert an influence on the fatigue endur-
ance were observed since they are not explicitly tak-
en into account in codes. High-cycle shear fatigue 
tests on main riveted connections were also devel-
oped to obtain useful information about the category 
of the detail for the assessment of the bridge and the 
estimation of the residual fatigue life. 
 

 
 
Figure 10. Bending tests on the structural elements taken for 
the railway bridge at the University of Padova 

2.3 Masonry bridges 

According to a recent survey approximately 40% 
of the 220000 railway bridges in Europe are maso-
nry arch bridges (SB-ICA, 2007), and  the majority 
of them are older than 100 years (over 60%, Mel-
bourne 2007). Due to the natural ageing phenomena 
and poor maintenance, combined with the intrinsic 
weakness of some structural components and in-
creased traffic loads, many of these artefacts usually 
show one or multiple damages, which influence the 
bridge condition and reduce structural safety.  
The main defects can roughly be divided into dam-
ages related to foundations and defects in the super-
structure. Foundations can be generally affected by: 
− local undermining; 
− masonry dislocation due to loss of mortar.  
As regards the superstructure, the most common de-
fects detected are: 
− deterioration of brick, loss of joint mortar or loss 

of bricks units, salt efflorescence from bricks ( of-
ten due to insufficient waterproofing, freeze-thaw 
cycles, penetrating vegetation); 

− deformation of the arch barrel with longitudinal 
or transverse cracking, joints of the arch opening; 



−  spandrel wall movements (sliding, bulging, d
tachment from the barrel); 

−  separation between brick rings in multi
barrel; 

− fractures in piers and wing walls. 
All these possible defects have to be evaluated to 

define the condition rating of a masonry arch bridge. 
Generally the masonry arches are quite r
although they are old structures the cond
obtained is quite high. If the condition a
to be done, considering not only the i
available from a visual inspection, but a
culating the structural capacity of the arch bridge, 
the quickest approach is is based on the kin

 
Figure 11.  Railway masonry bridge on the Orte
route (km 226+221) 
 

Figure 12.  Defects of the Orte-Falconara (km 226+221) 
Bridge: masonry deterioration and vertical cracking.
 
analysis of collapse mechanism of the bridge, both 
for static and seismic condition, through the
tion of the principle of virtual work.  
For the kinematic analysis execution, the arch is di
cretized into rigid voussoirs, whose centroid virtual 
displacement is determined. The mechanism activ
tion, due to the horizontal load, is characterized by 
the formation of three rigid voussoirs and four 
hinges, which are situated in points where the thrust 
line crosses the masonry of the arch ring (Clemente, 
1998). 
The hypotheses of the method for a single span 
bridge are the following: the absence of slidin
tween voussoirs and infinite compressive strength of 
masonry (Heyman,1982), large displacements (for 
the evaluation of the ultimate displacement at co
lapse, being the problem affected by second order 

spandrel wall movements (sliding, bulging, de-

separation between brick rings in multi-ring arch 

All these possible defects have to be evaluated to 
condition rating of a masonry arch bridge.  
the masonry arches are quite robust and 

although they are old structures the condition value 
If the condition appraisal has 

t only the information 
spection, but also by  cal-

ity of the arch bridge, 
the kinematic  

.  Railway masonry bridge on the Orte-Falconara 

Falconara (km 226+221) 
cracking. 

collapse mechanism of the bridge, both 
through the applica-

or the kinematic analysis execution, the arch is dis-
whose centroid virtual 

The mechanism activa-
tion, due to the horizontal load, is characterized by 
the formation of three rigid voussoirs and four 
hinges, which are situated in points where the thrust 
line crosses the masonry of the arch ring (Clemente, 

for a single span 
the absence of sliding be-

tween voussoirs and infinite compressive strength of 
masonry (Heyman,1982), large displacements (for 
the evaluation of the ultimate displacement at col-
lapse, being the problem affected by second order 

effects), and infinitely rigid a
pothesis is removed for 
masonry arches  with tall abutments (Fig. 
case the contribution of the the active and passive 
earth thrust mobilized at the limit state, for large 
displacements, have to be taken into ac
substantially different kinematic mechanism is act
vated. 
The equation of the principle of virtual work is the 
following: 

, ,i x i i y i j j
i i j

P P Fα δ δ δ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ =∑ ∑ ∑

where α is the horizontal load multiplier that act
vates the mechanism, Pi represents the weight force 
of the arch voussoirs and of the filling voussoirs, F
refers to the generic external force applied to the 
structure, δ stands for the virtual displaceme
load application point. 

                    a)                                                  b)

Figure 13.  Collapse mechanisms: a) 
mechanism in longitudinal direction
ments b) spandrel wall out of plane overturning.
 
The evaluation of the arch structural 
ty is articulated into the following steps:
- determination of the collapse mechanism (Heyman, 
1982; Clemente, 1998); 
- application of the principle o
original arch configuration, for the determination
the ground acceleration that activates the collapse 
mechanism. This is represented
load multiplier α and is the first point of the capacity 
curve (Fig. 12a); 
- application of the principle of virtual work to the 
different deformed arch configurations, in
determine the ultimate displacement d
pacity curve (Fig. 12a).  
In this case, the deformed shape of the structure 
represents the unknown value. The 
comes: 

( ) (,i y i j j
i j

P Fδ ϕ δ ϕ⋅ + ⋅ =∑ ∑

where φ represents the finite rotation of the structure 
and identifies the unknown deformed configuration. 
From the resolution of the 
displacement at collapse d

ly rigid abutments; this last hy-
pothesis is removed for the particular typology of 

tall abutments (Fig. 11). In this 
the contribution of the the active and passive 

earth thrust mobilized at the limit state, for large 
displacements, have to be taken into account, and a 
substantially different kinematic mechanism is acti-

The equation of the principle of virtual work is the 

0i x i i y i j jP P Fα δ δ δ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ =∑ ∑ ∑                         (11) 

 is the horizontal load multiplier that acti-
represents the weight force 

of the arch voussoirs and of the filling voussoirs, Fj 
refers to the generic external force applied to the 

 stands for the virtual displacement of the 

 

a)                                                  b) 

.  Collapse mechanisms: a) Arch and abutment global 
longitudinal direction for arches with tall abut-

b) spandrel wall out of plane overturning. 

The evaluation of the arch structural seismic capaci-
ty is articulated into the following steps: 

determination of the collapse mechanism (Heyman, 

application of the principle of virtual work to the 
original arch configuration, for the determination of 
the ground acceleration that activates the collapse 
mechanism. This is represented by the horizontal 

α and is the first point of the capacity 

application of the principle of virtual work to the 
different deformed arch configurations, in order to 
determine the ultimate displacement du of the ca-

In this case, the deformed shape of the structure 
represents the unknown value. The Equation 11 be-

) 0δ ϕ δ ϕ⋅ + ⋅ =                               (12) 

 represents the finite rotation of the structure 
s the unknown deformed configuration. 

From the resolution of the Equation 2, the ultimate 
displacement at collapse dk can be determined. 
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When considering the overall seismic vulnerabil
ty of a masonry bridge, not only the main comp
nents of the structure (for a single span bridge: arch 
barrel, abutment walls, foundations), 
ondary elements, like spandrel walls, 
fied.  Generally the spandrels are the weakest el
ments in a seismic condition (on the contrary the 
arches exibit  a higher resistance), because they are 
subjected to considerable out-of plane forces and a
so often not properly  connected with the 
rel vault, so a low ground acceleration it’s required 
for their out of plane overturning (see Fig
 

                                                a)                                                  

b) 
Figure 14.  Capacity curves of the Orte-Falconara Bridge 
tained with non linear kinematic analysis: a) global mechanism 
in longitudinal direction b) overturning of the spandrel wall
 
Even if the spandrel collapse is a local failure, it 
might have global consequences on the overall fun
tionality of the bridge, e.g. in railway bridges, 
the integrity of the ballast, which is essen
stability of the train tracks, depend on the lateral 
support given by the spandrel walls.  
elements the kinematic analysis can be used to 
culate the structural capacity for seismic forces (see 
Figs.12b), and to determine the corresponding fragi
ity curve, which is used to characterizes the seismic 
vulnerability.  
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Capacity curve (spandrel wall)

When considering the overall seismic vulnerabili-
ty of a masonry bridge, not only the main compo-

for a single span bridge: arch 
, but also sec-
should be veri-

enerally the spandrels are the weakest ele-
seismic condition (on the contrary the 

resistance), because they are 
of plane forces and al-

so often not properly  connected with the lower bar-
rel vault, so a low ground acceleration it’s required 
for their out of plane overturning (see Figs.11,12a). 
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Falconara Bridge ob-
tained with non linear kinematic analysis: a) global mechanism 

inal direction b) overturning of the spandrel wall. 

Even if the spandrel collapse is a local failure, it 
on the overall func-

railway bridges, where 
is essential for the 

, depend on the lateral 
 Also for these 

kinematic analysis can be used to cal-
seismic forces (see 

corresponding fragil-
is used to characterizes the seismic 

 Figure 15.  Fragility curves obtained for the 
(single span masonry arch bridge
curve for longitudinal behaviour (arch), transverse behaviour 
(spandrel wall) and  global curve for the 
(bridge). 
 

For a masonry bridge the seismic collapse m
chanism of the arch barrel in the longitudinal plane 
can be considered to be independent 
overturning of the spandrel wall in 
rection. The fragility curve of the bridge system
Fig.13), representing the overall vulnerability of the 
bridge, can be obtained by

, , ( )f PL iP a
 

represent in this case
probability of the single mechanism (arch, spandrel 
wall) and , , ( )f PL systemP a

 bridge. 

2.3.1 Retrofit intervention
Based on the assessment of the strength of the e

isting masonry structure, 
methods are available: especially for this kind of 
bridges it is essential to use a holistic approach, b
cause changing the nature or stiffness of one element 
may result in overstressing another. G
repair intervention involves the
structural integrity of the arches and the improv
ment of the element connections to upgrade
resistance; this means that 
should fully rely on the intrinsic load
pacity and design characte
structure, that has to be 
hanced.  
The repair and strengthening intervention can i
volve: 
− enlargement and/or underpinning of the found

tions with possible execution of micro
− repointing of the joints 

mortar; 
− grout injection into the 

walls (piers or abutments made by stone with 
large cavities); 

− patch repair: removal 
damaged bricks with new ones;

− removal and replacement

Fragility curves obtained for the bridge type SSMT 
arch bridge with tall abutments): fragility 

ongitudinal behaviour (arch), transverse behaviour 
global curve for the overall system 

For a masonry bridge the seismic collapse me-
chanism of the arch barrel in the longitudinal plane 

independent in respect to the 
overturning of the spandrel wall in the transverse di-

he fragility curve of the bridge system (see 
the overall vulnerability of the 

by the Equation 10, where 
present in this case the exceedance 

probability of the single mechanism (arch, spandrel 

 
is still referred to entire 

Retrofit intervention 
Based on the assessment of the strength of the ex-

 a number of strengthening 
especially for this kind of 

it is essential to use a holistic approach, be-
cause changing the nature or stiffness of one element 
may result in overstressing another. Generally the 

n involves the rehabilitation of the 
of the arches and the improve-

ment of the element connections to upgrade seismic 
; this means that the proposed intervention 

on the intrinsic load-bearing ca-
ign characteristics of the original 

be preserved, and even en-

The repair and strengthening intervention can in-

enlargement and/or underpinning of the founda-
ns with possible execution of micro-piles; 

joints with hydraulic-lime based 

the arch vault or  vertical 
piers or abutments made by stone with 

removal and substitution of the 
with new ones; 

replacement of the backfill; 
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− thickening of the existing masonry arch 
extrados with new brick layers inserting suitable 
connectors; 

− FRP application to the vault; 
− application of sprayed reinforced co

arch barrel intrados. 
If the structure it’s too degraded, it could be nece
sary in some cases to create a new structural a
rangement, which substitute the old arch: 
case of a “saddling” intervention, where a rei
concrete flat or curved slab is cast in place over the 
original barrel (after the removal of the fill at the 
extrados),  or the case of prefabricated liners inse
tion, i.e. steel or precast concrete liners which are i
stalled over (if there is enough room) or b
existing arch to provide a secondary su
chanism. 
 
 

Figure 16.  Retrofitting intervention with insertion of transve
sal ties to prevent the overturning of spandrel walls.
 

 Figure 17.  Global capacity curves for the bridge
before and after the repair intervention with insertion of tran
versal ties to prevent spandrel walls overturning.
 
For the reduction of seismic vulnerability it is often 
cost-effective to insert transversal steel ties connec
ing the spandrel walls, to prevent them 
turning under seismic action.  
If this arrangement is executed, a substantial e
hancement of the global seismic response of the 
bridge is generally obtained, being the other comp
nents generally less vulnerable (see Fig
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thickening of the existing masonry arch at the 
inserting suitable 

concrete to the 

it could be neces-
sary in some cases to create a new structural ar-

which substitute the old arch: it is the 
intervention, where a reinforced 

is cast in place over the 
after the removal of the fill at the 

the case of prefabricated liners inser-
ners which are in-

if there is enough room) or beneath the 
existing arch to provide a secondary support me-

.  Retrofitting intervention with insertion of transver-
sal ties to prevent the overturning of spandrel walls. 

the bridge type SSMT, 
repair intervention with insertion of trans-

versal ties to prevent spandrel walls overturning. 

For the reduction of seismic vulnerability it is often 
transversal steel ties connect-

ls, to prevent them from over-

If this arrangement is executed, a substantial en-
global seismic response of the 

bridge is generally obtained, being the other compo-
nents generally less vulnerable (see Figs 16,17). 

3 RC BRIDGES’ RETROFITTIN
HISTORIES 

 
Four case histories of refurbishment interventions 

on rc existing bridges are presented in detail below. 
These bridges represent some of the most usual 
structural typologies adopted in the post
II period, making their retrofitting description suit
ble for considerations of a general nature.
 

3.1 Description of the state
the retrofit intervention

- Albaredo bridge. The bridge 
total length of approx. 230 m entirely. Three spans
on the right bank of the Adige, have an effective 
span of approx. 23 m, and are composed of simply
supported beams, whereas the remaining three 
spans, approximately 53 m, are “Nielsen” type 
arches (a tied arch bridge with inclined hangers).
The roadway was originally 
two footpaths of slightly more than 1 meter wide.
- Zevio bridge. The bridge consist
of approx. 32 m and two terminal spans of approx. 
14.3 m, for an overall length of 252.7 m. 
The isostatic structure is 
beams (a statically determinate beam consisting of 
one or a greater number of beam members co
nected by hinged joints): the height of the transverse 
section varied from a minimum of 1.52 m at the a
utments to a maximum of 2.67 m 
roadway was originally 6.00 m wide (inadequate for 
today’s traffic) with two lateral 1.05 m wide foo
paths. 
- Sega bridge. This arch
spectively 60m and 25.45m long; 
originally was 8.34 m wide
versal rc portals which rely 
arches. The section of the main arches 
height (from 1.2 to 1.9m m in the longest span) 
a width of 2.0m.  
-San Francesco Bridge.  
one of the case-studies set which stands within an 
historic town centre, the city of Verona. It is symm
tric in plan, with three arched spans, the central one 
41.45m long and the lateral 35.81m. The upper 
structure is constituted by a 14cm thick rc slab and a 
25cm high grillage of downstanding beams. 
These beams find their support on pillars distributed 
with a pitch of 2.0m in longitudinal and trasverse d
rection, with a variable height from the crown 
(0.30m) to the arch springing (aprox. h
in the central span). 
The main structure is represented by the lower rc 
arch barrel, with a variable thickness of 40

Thermal joints are provided in the deck in corre
pondence of the two central piers and to the abu
ments.  
 

BRIDGES’ RETROFITTING: CASE 

Four case histories of refurbishment interventions 
on rc existing bridges are presented in detail below. 
These bridges represent some of the most usual 
structural typologies adopted in the post–World War 

king their retrofitting description suita-
ble for considerations of a general nature. 

of the state condition before 
the retrofit intervention 

The bridge has six spans with a 
total length of approx. 230 m entirely. Three spans, 
on the right bank of the Adige, have an effective 
span of approx. 23 m, and are composed of simply-
supported beams, whereas the remaining three 
spans, approximately 53 m, are “Nielsen” type 
arches (a tied arch bridge with inclined hangers). 

originally 6.00 m wide, flanked by 
two footpaths of slightly more than 1 meter wide. 

. The bridge consists of seven spans 
of approx. 32 m and two terminal spans of approx. 
14.3 m, for an overall length of 252.7 m.  

is formed by “Gerber” type 
beams (a statically determinate beam consisting of 
one or a greater number of beam members con-
nected by hinged joints): the height of the transverse 
section varied from a minimum of 1.52 m at the ab-
utments to a maximum of 2.67 m on the piers. The 

6.00 m wide (inadequate for 
with two lateral 1.05 m wide foot-

is arch bridge has two spans, re-
tively 60m and 25.45m long;  the deck, which 

wide, is supported by trans-
rely on a couple of massive 

he section of the main arches has variable 
height (from 1.2 to 1.9m m in the longest span) and 

San Francesco Bridge.  This  rc bridge is the only 
studies set which stands within an 

historic town centre, the city of Verona. It is symme-
tric in plan, with three arched spans, the central one 
41.45m long and the lateral 35.81m. The upper 
structure is constituted by a 14cm thick rc slab and a 

grillage of downstanding beams.  
These beams find their support on pillars distributed 
with a pitch of 2.0m in longitudinal and trasverse di-
rection, with a variable height from the crown 
(0.30m) to the arch springing (aprox. hmax =4.66m, 

The main structure is represented by the lower rc 
arch barrel, with a variable thickness of 40-70cm. 

Thermal joints are provided in the deck in corres-
pondence of the two central piers and to the abut-



 
Here below the general refurbishment interventions 
and the techniques used for the static and seismic  
retrofit of the bridges are  illustrated, focusing on the 

 
 

 
 

 
compatibility of the strengthening with the existing 
structural system. A general view of the bridges be-
fore and after the retrofitting is shown in Fig.18. 
 
 

                         
                                              a)                                                                               b) 
  

                                              c)                                                                               d) 
  

                                              e)                                                                               f) 
  

                                                      g)                                                                              h) 
 
Figure 18. View of the bridges before (on the left) and after the retrofitting (on the right): the Albaredo Bridge (a,b), the 
Zevio Bridge (c,d), the Sega Bridge (e,f), the San Francesco Bridge (g,h) 



3.1 Treatments of the deteriorated parts of the 
structure 

Deteriorated materials (see Figs 19,20) were syste-
matically  treated to stop the degradation process. 
The concrete cover was generally  hydrodemolished 
in seriously damaged parts, while more light treat-
ment by blast sanding was used for the well pre-
served concrete (typically the tie rods of the Nielsen 
arches, where carbonation didn’t penetrate more 
then few mm). These operations were done mechan-
ically for large surfaces (like deck slabs) and ma-
nually for elements of small dimensions. 
 

a) 

b) 

Figure 19.Deteriorated elements of the Zevio Bridge’s deck: a) 
lateral span, near the abutment b) one of the central spans 
 
The entire surface area was then dressed by pressu-
rised sanding, until clean degreased surfaces were 
obtained with no fine particles that could obstruct 
the adherence of the subsequent plastering. 
All the exposed rebars were sanded down to white 
metal, blown with pressurised air jets and treated 
with an anti-corrosive agent. New bars having the 
same diameter but with improved adhesion, were 
positioned next to the oxidised bars. Lastly, the new 
plastering was applied to the cover using thixotropic 
shrinkage-compensated cement mortar, fibre-
reinforced with polymers. 
 
 

 Figure 20.  Abutment and piers defects of the Albaredo Bridge 
 

Figure 21.  Hydro-demolition at the intrados of the arches of 
the S. Francesco Bridge. 

3.2 Elimination or substitution of joints 

Expansion joints are typically one of the most 
critical points of existing structures, in relation to the 
durability and viability conditions of the bridges.  
An intervention of fundamental importance from 
both the static and functional points of  view consists 
in eliminating the deck joints, if it has no unfavora-
ble static consequences for the existing structure. 
This intervention allows the consolidation of the en-
tire deck in terms of the transmission of horizontal 
forces. 
The new system reveals high stiffness in the hori-
zontal plane, and at the same time assures the possi-
bility of rotations, in correspondence to the saddles 
(e.g. in the case of the Zevio Bridge) or of the sup-
ports on the piers (e.g. in the case of Albaredo 
bridge), without altering the original static behaviour 
under vertical loads and therefore without signifi-
cantly changing the distribution of the bending mo-
ments and reactions at the piers. 

In the cases of Albaredo Bridge and Zevio 
Bridge, the joints between adjacent spans were elim-
inated by means of laying a continuous supplemen-
tary concrete slab along all the spans. Expansion 



joints were only placed at the ends of the bridges, to 
allow temperature expansion. 

In the case of the Sega and San Francesco Bridge, 
the continuous connection of the upper  slab with  
the arch below didn’t allow to eliminate the joints, 
because of the the additional thrusts that would arise 
in the existing structure due to the constrained ther-
mal expansion: new joints were pro-vided, and in S. 
Francesco Bridge a new shear connection with stain-
less steel bars was put in place across the joint. 
 

                      b)                                           c)                                                       

Figure 22.  Repair of the degraded concrete surfaces: a) inser-
tion of additional bars and preparation of the surface of the 
arches of the Sega Bridge c) application of FRP strips to the 
intrados of cross beam of the Albaredo Bridge. 

 

 Figure 23.  Joint's defects on a pier of the Albaredo Bridge 

3.3  Bearings 

In many existing bridges the bearings are ineffi-
cient or sometimes partly lacking. It is therefore ne-
cessary to provide an efficient and adequate support 
system,  which may be easily accessible for inspec-
tion purposes. For the Albaredo bridge, new multi 
directional restraints beneath each span were posi-
tioned in such a way as to allow the natural expan-
sions and con-tractions caused  in the structure by 
temperature var-iations. The bearings are in steel 
with teflon (PTFE). The size of the inserted bearings 
guarantees longitudinal creep proportional to their 

distance from the abutment on the left bank (fixed), 
to which the entire deck is fastened. 

For the Zevio bridge, steel bearings with surfaces 
in teflon (PTFE) were inserted in correspondence to 
each pier and each Gerber saddle, positioned in such 
a way as to permit the natural expansions and con-
tractions caused by temperature variations on the 
structure to take place. 

 

3.4 Widening 

The managing authorities of the examined 
bridges had expressly asked for the bridges to be wi-
dened, especially in order to obtain new cycle paths 
and footpaths raised above the roadway and sepa-
rated from it by safety barriers. 
The design choices were different in the four cases, 
taking into account both structural and architectural -
functional considerations. 
The more complex solution was adopted for Albare-
do bridge (Fig. 24). The widening of the deck to 
14.60 m, was obtained by cantilevered reticular 
structures in steel supporting the layers composed of 
corrugated metal sheet and a supplementary cover-
ing in light reinforced concrete. To achieve this it 
was necessary to install new steel tie-rods and cross-
beams which allowed integration with the existing 
bridge and ease of installation of the metal structures 
used to build the new lanes reserved for pedestrians 
and cyclists. 
Functional adaptation of the Zevio (Fig. 25) bridge 
was obtained, for both the main structures and the 
newly-built supported spans, using lateral cantilever 
concrete slabs supported by auxiliary metal struc-
tures in cor-ten steel. Deck width after the interven-
tion is 14.00m.  
In the case of Sega Bridge (Fig. 30), taking into ac-
count the specific construction and geometric prop-
erties, the widening has been realized with post-
tensioned r.c. cantilevers, obtaining a total width of 
the deck of 12.60m instead of the initial width of 
8.34m. The prestressing was necessary in order to 
ensure continuity of the deck (along the joint be-
tween existing and new structure) subjected to heavy 
traffic loads, thus ensuring both traffic comfort con-
dition and durability. 

In the S. Francesco Bridge the functional re-
quirements regarded the necessity to obtain four traf-
fic lanes instead of the existing three, to have wider 
lateral  cyclepaths, and leave ample room for the 
passage of pipes and ducts, including high pressure 
gas and district heating for residential use; these re-
quirement were particularly demanding, operating in 
a urban context, and led to a widening of 5.50m of 
the road platform and to a total width of 19.90m of 
the transverse section of the bridge. 
 



3.5 Static and seismic retrofit 

The need to retrofit the bridge in order to bring 
the safety conditions of the main structures up to the 
current standards was the starting point for  the in-
tervention design, which was defined taking into ac-
count the type of structure, materials and state of 
preservation of both the substructure and superstruc-
ture. Integration of the existing structure, its partial 
substitution or, sometimes, even complete demoli-
tion and rebuilding was considered. 

As regard seismic protection, most of  the existing 
bridge are inadequately designed; one of the most 
used retrofitting technique is passive control of the 
vibrations, obtained through the seismic isolation of 
the structure (consisting in the disconnection of the 
structure from the foundations, so that the seismic 
action transmitted from the ground does not reach 
the upper parts of the bridge) or the use of systems 
that provide damping of the incoming energy (con-
sisting in limiting the accelerations and the maxi-
mum transverse force transmitted to the structure, 
Modena et al 2004). Furthermore, it is possible to 

use connecting systems or consolidate the supple-
mentary concrete slab between the different spans to 
create a kinematic chain system for bridge decks. 
Both this systems were used in the case histories de-
scribed. 

On the Albaredo and Zevio bridges, the seismic 
retrofit in the transverse direction was obtained 
through systems of passive control. In the longitu-
dinal direction the horizontal actions were absorbed, 
in the former bridge, exclusively by a piling at the 
back of an abutment. The second bridge was instead 
adjusted longitudinally with two double-effect visc-
ous dampers on each abutment. 

The solutions adopted for the examined bridges 
are described in detail below. 

3.5.1 Albaredo Bridge 
 

The existing foundations of abutments and piers 
were adequate in terms of both load-bearing capacity 
and undermining phenomena. 

The investigations and tests which had been car-
ried out demonstrated the possibility of relying on 
the arch without any reinforcement work. 

 

                                             
a)                                                                                                       b) 

Figure 24. Transverse sections of the Albaredo Bridge: a) actual state b) after the repair with the new reticular structures 
 

                                            a)                                                                                                       b)  
Figure 25. Transverse sections of the Zevio Bridge: a) actual state b) after the repair with the new cantilever structures 



Figure 26. View of the intrados of the Albaredo Bridge: the 
new system of steel cross-beams and tie-rods. 
 

The reinforcement of the hangers also resulted as 
being adequate, provided that the effective capacity 
was guaranteed by the fact that the concrete slab 
could absorb a significant ratio of the tensile stress 
inevitably transmitted by the arches. The tie-rods, 
were in any case quite badly over-stressed and fur-
thermore there were no sufficient guarantees about 
the durability of the reinforcements protected by the 
concrete of the covering, in some cases extensively 
cracked. 
The concrete slab instead showed marked deficien-
cies, due to inadequate thickness and the excessive 
deformability of the cross-beams, which triggered 
higher longitudinal bending stresses than those cor-
responding to the schematization adopted at the de-
sign stage, in which the cross-beams acted as re-
strainers. 
This situation suggested a design option that could 
also preserve the most characteristic building com-
ponents of the existing structure, i.e. the system of 
arches and longitudinal beams. The problems de-
scribed were solved by: 
− the addition, in parallel to the existing structures, 

of a new system of steel cross-beams and tie-rods, 
while still respecting the geometry of the existing 
structure; 

− a supplementary covering on the existing con-
crete slab and the relative longitudinal pre-
stressing 

The new tie-rods were positioned vertically at regu-
lar intervals, making use of the wheelbase imposed 
by the existing tie-rods, and applying an adequate 
layer of pre-stressing. They are composed of groups 
of four stainless-steel rods, thus avoiding any inter-
ference with the existing structure: anchorage to the 
arch was obtained with external plates, connected by 
a suspender that allows a self-equilibrated system of 
transmission of the stresses to be obtained. 

 
Figure 27. View of one arched span of the Albaredo Bridge 
with the new cycle path housed in the lateral widening of the 
deck. 
 
The following effects were thus obtained: 
− reduction of tension stresses in the existing rods; 
− reduction of bending stress in the longitudinal 

beams; 
− an efficient base for the new metal cross-beams, 

which are of the same shape as the existing ones 
in reinforced concrete; 

− adequate safety conditions of the entire bridge, 
thanks to the size of the new suspenders, which 
can resist even if one of the existing suspenders 
should collapse. 

The new cross-beams, which in themselves would 
have insufficient stiffness like the existing ones, 
were positioned, to contrast the above-mentioned 
behaviour, after imposing a pre-bending that allowed 
the desired reduction of bending in the existing con-
crete slab to be obtained thanks to the corresponding 
state of constraint introduced. The existing cross 
beam were reinforced through the reconstruction of 
the concrete cover and the application of FRP strips 
at the intrados. 
The intervention was completed by a supplementary 
covering on the concrete slab. This work was done 
using light concrete, except in brief terminal sections 
where high-resistance concrete was used to anchor 
the cables of longitudinal pre-stress that were simply 
laid in sheaths on the upper surface of the existing 
concrete slab and incorporated in the supplementary 
covering. 
The longitudinal pre-stress can ensure the efficient 
transmission of a significant amount of the tensile 
stress transmitted by the arches, making the longitu-
dinal beams reliable. 

Regarding the three girder spans external to the 
arches, the inadequacy of both the main beams and 
concrete slab-cross-beams system required the build-
ing of three new beams, formed by four beams in 
welded steel and a surface concrete slab in high-
resistance concrete. Lastly, to obtain the functional 

 



modification within the terms indicated for the 
arched spans, a cantilevered concrete slab was pro-
duced with the same typology as the metal structures 
used for the arched spans. 

Reinforcement work was also carried out on the 
supports of the deck’s restraint devices. 

The seismic interventions involved the realization 
of: 

- a palisade, standing behind the abutment on the 
left bank of the Adige that can absorb all the ho-
rizontal forces that might develop longitudinally 
during an earthquake; 

- a connecting system of the decks; 
- elasto-plastic dampers on all the piers and on 

the abutment on the right bank of the Adige; 
The abutment on the right bank of the Adige was 

also adapted through the insertion of tilted micro-
piles to absorb the horizontal design force transmit-
ted during the seismic event. 

Figure 28. Zevio Bridge: cantilever cor-ten steel structure sup-
porting the new lateral rc slab, 3.50m wide.  

3.5.2 Zevio Bridge 
 
The foundations were given a radical strengthen-

ing intervention, obtained by flanking the original 
cais-sons (stiffened by internal partitions) with a cir-
cle of micro-rods alternated with columns of com-
pacted earth. 

Beneath the base of the caissons high-pressure 
jet-grouting was carried out to ensure the necessary 
margins of safety against undermining phenomena. 
The abutments, given the static scheme adopted, had 
only the function of breast wall. 

As regards the principal structural components 
mak-ing up the simple spans and cantilevers, the in-
vestigations and tests done demonstrated the possi-
bility of relying on the existing sections. with rein-
force-ment interventions consisting in laying a 
suitably reinforced, supplementary concrete slab and 
in the use of a pre-stress system that can achieve a 
state  of constraint that contrasts the external stresses 
where the reinforcement deficiencies are greater. 

As regards the principal structural components 
mak-ing up the simple spans and cantilevers, the in-

vesti-gations and tests done demonstrated the possi-
bility of relying on the existing sections. with rein-
force-ment interventions consisting in laying a suit-
ably reinforced, supplementary concrete slab and in 
the use of a pre-stress system that can achieve a state 
of constraint that contrasts the external stresses 
where the reinforcement deficiencies are greater. 

As regards the inadequate resistance and stiffness 
of the concrete slab and beams constituting the spans 
resting on the cantilevers, it was decided to substi-
tute the secondary spans in reinforced concrete with 
new mixed-structure spans (steel cor-ten+cls) to 
avoid the need for supplementary concrete laying 
and onerous integrations of the existing reinforce-
ment. 

This also permitted to reduce the loads on the 
sup-ports. As mentioned above, the supplementary 
con-crete slab was laid continuously on all the 
spans.The interventions of consolidation have not al-
together changed the stresses on piers and abut-
ments. Rein-forcement work was done on the pier 
heads and sad-dles by means of external hoops, es-
pecially in the areas where the transfer of loads from 
the supports to the substructure takes place.. 

As regards seismic protection, the bridge was iso-
lated seismically by means of an elasto-plastic dam-
per on each pier to absorb transversal actions and 
two double-effect viscous dampers on each abut-
ment to absorb the longitudinal seismic actions. The 
viscous dampers were installed on a connecting 
beam of vertical and tilted micro-piles, in corres-
pondence to the abutments. 

The transversal isolators were dimensioned to 
resist the action (the SLU) of wind in the elastic 
field. Using the same criterion, the longitudinal 
dampers were dimensioned to absorb braking ac-
tions, parasite forces and seismic forces. 

3.5.1 Sega Bridge 
 
The bridge didn’t present any major structural de-

ficiencies in the main structural components. 
 

  
Figure 29. Sega Bridge: view from the intrados of the new 
post-tensioned cantliver. 



The robust concrete section of the arches, in fact, 
was fit to support the current traffic loads, so that the 
main structural component didn’t require any other 
interventions then those aimed to improve the lateral 
confinement of the longitudinal rebars. What was 
really lacking, in fact, was the transversal reinforce-
ment: new stirrups were added (after removal of the 
concrete cover), and both the new and the exiting 
stirrups were securely anchored to concrete. 
The deck, on the contrary, required severe interven-
tions, both on extrados (deteriorated concrete re-
moval, integration of rebars) and on the intrados. 
Particular weak points were the lack of transversal 
reinforcement on the curved shape of the intrados, 
where the longitudinal (curved) bars were not at all 
adequately confined (against delaminating effects). 
For these reasons, transversal reinforcement was 
added on both sides of the deck, and the curvature 
was eliminated by laying down new concrete and 
thus making the intrados horizontal. 

3.5.2 S. Francesco Bridge 
The refurbishment involved the complete recon-
struction of the existing rc upper slab and beams 

grillage unable, to bear the traffic loads required for 
a bridge of 1st category (before the works there was 
a restriction for heavy trucks crossing the bridge).  
On the contrary the structural survey and prelimi-
nary verification evidenced that the main structure of 
the arches and the foundations didn’t exibit relevant 
deficiencies, also considering that the upgrade inter-
vention  involved a little change of permanent loads 
trasmitted  to these elements.  
The superstructure reconstruction involved: 
− bituminous pavement milling and diamond wire 

cutting of the existing rc slab internal spans and 
lateral cantilever and subsequent demolition; 

− manual demolition of inner columns, preserving 
the integrity of the longitudinal starter bars at the 
column base;  

− positioning of the formwork, laying of the new 
reinforcement and casting of new rc pillars and 
slab (25cm thick) with shrinkage-compensated 
concrete. 

The main phases of the intervention on the existing  
arches and spandrel walls regarded: 
− manually removal of the mud and debris cumu-

lated in the inner structure of the bridge (water 
 

                                            a)                                                                                                       b) 
Figure 30. Transverse sections of the Sega Bridge before a) and after b) the widening.   
 

                                            a)                                                                                                       b)  
Figure 31.  Transverse sections of the San Francesco Bridge: a) actual state b) after the repair with the new tilted steel arches 

 



entered during the river flood through openings at 
the piers); 

− cleaning of the concrete surfaces to remove lai-
tence, dust and dirt by sand blasting; 

− manual hydrodemolition of the degraded concrete 
cover till an average depth of 20mm and  applica-
tion of a new structural plastering with suitable 
rheoplastic and shrinkage-compensated mortar; 

− final protective coating of the intrados of the 
arches and spandrel walls. 

As regard the realization of the new rc lateral canti-
levers, 3.95m long, new inclined steel arches (circu-
lar section, diameter 457mm,  22mm  thick) were in-
stalled, and tubular vertical supports (section CHS 
168, 8mm thick)  positioned with the same pitch of 
the internal pillars (2.0m). With this arrangement the 
new front image of the bridge became a sort of in-
ternal section of the old one, with new materials.  

The widening intervention was designed with the 
aim of an environmental integration of the new 
structures, the urban context around the bridge being 
characterized by defensive walls and bastions of his-
torical and monumental value. The use of steel for 
the new tilted arches allowed to realize lightweight 
structures and helped to achieve this result. 

 

 Figure 32. S. Francesco Bridge: new inclined tubular steel 
arches supporting the platform for the sidewalks and cycle 
paths.  
 
The intervention were executed in different phases, 
with the aim of maintaining the bridge open to traf-
fic as longer as possible during the works, and limit 
total closure only to night hours or holidays in order 
to carry out special jobs: this led generally to a par-
tial closure of the traffic lanes on just one half of the 
bridge, while operating on the other side, (i.e. before 
the downstream side of the bridge and then the up-
stream side). This contribute to reduce the inconve-
nience related to traffic congestions, since generally 
traffic volumes on this bridge was very high, and al-
ternative routes were not easily viable. 

3.6 Finishing  work 

The bridges, which had been upgraded as de-
scribed above, were refurbished through interven-
tions such as: 
− adaptation of the access ramps; 
− water-proofing of the deck by the laying of a bi-

tumen-based polymer membrane on the roadway 
and a double bituminous sheath on the cycle 
paths, footpaths, kerbs and discontinuities; 

− laying of the pavements, adaptation of the road 
signs, safety barriers and parapets; 

− laying of pipelines for underground mains and 
cables and new lighting. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Natural ageing, poor maintenance, severe environ-
mental actions or changes in the use of a structure, 
as well as increased safety requirements, involve re-
pair and/or strengthening for existing bridges.  
In the first part of the paper the assessment and typi-
cal retrofitting interventions of usual road and rail-
way bridge typologies in Italy are described showing 
that, e.g., masonry arch bridges are usually quite ro-
bust structural systems, r.c. bridges generally present 
durability problems and are vulnerable to seismic ac-
tions, steel bridges, other than presenting durability 
problems, are particularly vulnerable to fatigue. In 
the second part of the work significant case studies 
of retrofitting interventions are in detail described, 
focusing on four existing r.c. bridges, which are ex-
amples of some of the most usual typologies adopted 
in post-IInd World War rebuilding works, and the de-
fects they evidenced after fifty years of service life 
were typical of these kind of structures, being often 
the consequences of a poor maintenance and the lack 
of durability rules in the original design. The refur-
bishment interventions are presented outlining a me-
thodological approach, which takes into account the 
typological characteristics of the structure, the state 
of maintenance, the functional requirements and the 
environmental aspects connected to the repair and 
strengthening system. 
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